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About This Game

Nineteen-year-old Yuu can’t stand his younger sister, Otoko, and the feeling is mutual. It’s been almost a year since Yuu saw her
last, having escaped his dreary home town to study in the bustling city, but with the advent of New Year’s he finds himself

obliged to return to his family to celebrate.

Unfortunately, Yuu’s absence has not softened his younger sister, and Otoko is just as sullen and surly as ever before.

Finding the atmosphere at home unbearable, Yuu decides to escape once more — not to the city this time, but to his
grandmother’s snowy, secluded village.

The reunion between grandson and grandmother starts normally at first… until one moonlit night, when the pair witness a star
streaking through the sky.
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The following morning, Yuu enters the kitchen, still half-asleep, to discover...

“Who are you? What are you doing in my grandmother’s house?”

...that his grandmother has transformed into a cute young girl!

What is the reason behind his grandmother’s drastic change? Will Yuu be able to restore her to her original self? And why is she
so adorable?!

Story by ebi-hime, author of Sweetest Monster, Blackberry Honey, and The Way We All Go

Around 50,000 words of text (approx 3-4 hours of reading)

Detailed background and character art

A custom OST

1080p display

A kinetic story with no choices or branches

A very cute grandmother!!!
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a winter's daydream

I loved the first, I loved the sequel... Im not sure if I can say I like two more but its worth the buy even if it was a little pricey. I
love ur work guys. If you decide to make an Egg Time 3, I would love to see it and I can suggest a few things-

I miss the new gadgets you get in ur hand every round like the first game.
I love the enviroments but they are just cool to look at, I would love to see some game changing or challenging different levels
like being surrounded by chickens or being far apart or something like that. For example I loved ping ponging eggs into two
buckets on the moon in the first game. I saw you used a conveyor in the tutorial, You could use that for moving chickens left
and right and stuff like that. I would love to see a third game with more levels, fun game changing challenges and much much
more. I love Egg Times addicting gameplay I came expecting something a bit more unexpected but I saw not much mechanical
game changes in the egg catching or anything like that. The game itself I think is also a lil pricey....
An endless mode would be fun where the eggs keep getting faster coming out and the number needed grows as well as less time
every round. The bomb seems easy to moneuver so I would suggest making it kill you unless you put it in the water bucket, or
destroying all eggs. I love the concept of the golden chicks hidden in each level. I went back and found all of them and I must
say it was quite fun. I didnt get the acheivment tho and got all seven but the board says I got only 6\/7. If you have any
suggestions on what to do or if you need to fix this Id apreciate it. I love ur games guys keep it up. I expected more from this
game however. I hope you mix it up a bit more next time. I also think the "Test Your Aim" can kill the flow of the gameplay a
bit. It also gave only points and plus 1 time but was however kinda fun but can be exploited as well. Love you guys <3 :) P.S, I
hope you have time to respond to me like last time.. So far, Ressurection is the only Painkiller game I just cannot make myself
finish, at least at this juncture. I loved the base game and will probably play it for a long time to come, but I can't say the same
for this thing.

Same as with Overdose, Resurrection is a fan made product that got enough support for a commercial release. Unfortunately,
while Overdose feels well done and has few performance issues, Resurrection plays like an unstable bootleg of the original
game. You have all the basic weapons, but the levels are huge and full of glitches.

Painkiller has little bugs and glitches because its engine relies on Havok physics so much, but Resurrection puts it on steroids.
You'll see random flashing boxes on waterfalls, physics-based bridges will spasm uncontrollably, water will reflect inconsistently
or not at all, and enemies will spawn into the floor. You can even have level geometry fail to load and get killed by falling into
an endless void. Sometimes bosses even rubber band or get insta-killed on loading. The worst performance issue I encountered
was huge framerate drops or crazy slowdown, sometimes to the point where I bunny hopped to my death because the game
couldn't process a 180 flick of my mouse because it was too overloaded. It literally made the game unplayable for me. The list
of wacky bugs goes on and on.

I like what Resurrection ATTEMPTED to do. It tried to mix up Painkiller by making levels huge and non-linear so people could
explore them. And honestly, I like those new concepts. It's just that the game is too buggy. If there's an unofficial patch
ANYWHERE to fix this game's glaring performance issues, it could be good. As it stands, this isn't worth paying anything for.
Just buy the Black Edition of Painkiller instead.. Best Game of 2019. I spend more time fighting the controls than foes. which is
a shame. the game is just a few degrees away from fun and when things align its good but the movement is just a bit too clunky
and the physics object strength is just not quite enough.
And the build system is just a bit to inconvient or ridgid perhaps. (let me make my bridges of any length!. Okay, I know this is a
Candy Crush Clone, but it is so addictive. Colorful graphics, a perfect time waster. 10\/10. A very relaxing game.. At this point I
am half way through the game, but I wanted to write a review while the game was still fresh in my mind. First off, this is a long
game for VR which is almost unheard of. This will easily take me 7-8 hours to beat compared to a lot of VR games that can be
beat in 1 hour. This is primarily a platforming game with a dash of RPG elements. A platforming game in VR does sound odd,
but it is executed very well. There is also some combat and puzzles sprinkled in to give it some good variety. I would
recommend sitting in something like a computer chair so you can swivel while playing instead of standing. This is what I have
found works best for me. I have not really played a game like this in VR before and I cannot recommend it enough. At the
current sale price of $8 it is an amazing value too.. Why play Farming Simulator 15?

I'm sure a lot of us who do play get asked that, or are recieved with blank expressions when we say we play this to our gamer
friends.

There are many answers, it's a relaxing, casual, no pressure, excellent sim experience. I hate to even call it a game.
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Sure, it can be gamed, by either trying to get the best equipment, become a millionaire, buy all the land in the village, have the
best multi-player co-op, ect. None of which I have any interest in whatsoever. So why play?

For me, it's one of the most relaxing offerings on Steam. A lot of times, after a hard day at work, or the morning of a day off, I
just want to grab a cup of coffee, and relax. This game is perfect for that.

As a chid I also spent my summers on my grandfather's farms, and to me that was truly the best times of my life. After they died
the farmsteads were broken up among their children. Broken up to the point that they were no longer feasible farms.

So in a way playing this is like going back to that moment in time where everything, in my eyes, was perfect Americana.

Why do I play? Because, to me, this isn't really a "game" per se. It's a true life sim for those of us who remember or enjoy just
firing up, grabbing a cup of coffee and relax with, even if it's just mowing that empty lot or watch the sun set or rise over a field
of waving corn or wheat, the sound of roosters or the gentle heavy breathing of cattle chewing their cud.

If anything, it saddens me when people CAN'T understand the draw and attraction of this "game".
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Im a big fan of jump scare games. I like to look for indie games in that genre and play them by myself for fun. Surprisingly, this
game was really good for $1. I was laughing at how hard I jumped on some of the scares. Ive never played a game like this one
but im a huge fan of it. Whoever made it, you did a great job and I had a really good time playing it. Thank you!. All of the
enemy models have the same generic 'rarrrr!' sound effect & either only the first enemy has any patrol path programmed or the
only reason it attack me through the closed door is because it is positioned so close to the door that I was within its hitbox OR
none of the enemy models have any patrol path programmed at all, they all just stand in place and do their limited animation
over and over; all our GameGuru friends are here, weird alien with arms up over the shoulders withs their elbows flopping down
and either vibrating because the animation is too fast or because they are colliding with the terrain, grey alien who has Hellraiser
syndrome, black alien\/insect thing with scythes coming out the back and they are mostly facing away from the linear path and
because they have no movement programmed they won't turn to face you.

I was convinced that the game had somehow spawned me at the end and I was going through the path backwards because so few
of the enemy models were facing me...this is really stunningly low effort, there have been some really shoddy GameGuru
releases in the past but it has definitely gotten worse, this isn't even funny in its lack of gameplay like Lost Base Escape or
confusing in what seemed like its attempt to have gameplay like Slingshot People.. This is a great song and fun to play, but for
some reasons most notes on the D string just don't register, and that's really frickin annoying. I have
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed and moaned repeatedly that Steam should give us the 3rd option apart from thumbs up or
thumbs down and Thirty Years' War is a prime candiatate for the wavering thumb.Ok its brilliant in concept and covers most of
this war in great detail.But then again where are the French? Omitted it seems. Worse, the tutorial, which beginners like me
must cling to is an unmitigating mess.The instruction sprawl out ot their box and obscure what they are telling you to do.So there
are then boxes to try and shift with provinces getting picked up and cluttered in with it.Meanwhile the instructions chug on even
though you aren't sure you are in the right country any more let alone which stack to merge.I have a reasonable knowledge of
German geography in the 17th century but a lot of the time I wouldn't have a clue where I was supposed to be,or how to do what
I was supposed to be doing and the instructions were most likely obscuring it any way..I understand it's complex stuff and some
brain is required to get to understand a clever game but the tutorial is a mess and the instructions construed poorly. The music is
splendid , the game looks very good,and even a nit picker like me could not find anything wrong historically save the missing
French. Ok,why the thumbs down? I want to play this game,and wasn't cheap either but I really can not be bothered wading
through the awful tutorial again now......perhaps another day....a bit sad... I like it! I just wanted to give this game a good review
because it deserves one.. Arcade shooter that starts well and ends badly with the kind of poor controls frustration
and anger that belong to real life and not video games.
Too bad. Also bad: the cut scenes, drawn panels voiced over by amateurs.. Well, this is definitely an interesting addition to
Tropico 5. I have not yet completed this mission successfully, but I appreciate this new twist on a game that gave a feel of a
different time period, that has now been fast forwarded to a more modern time.

At first I felt like they may have dropped the ball on this one, just didn't seem like it was going to fit in quite the same as new
buildings from previous DLCs have.

I am pleased to report, that although I am struggling with the concept of this DLC and have not yet completed a full play
through of it, it does add a kind of aspect of all out corporate greed, just on a much smaller scale. You compete against another
island for profits from these fast food locations, while also trying to complete other goals along the way.

We need more tourism buildings! I do appreciate these other DLC's and have been sure to purchase and play through them
thoroughly, I just feel like a bit of expanding on that aspect could serve this game well. I always seem to not really bother with
tourism unless it is called for, perhaps a new bigger hotel, or just ways to upgrade the existing buildings further? I am not sure
exactly what is missing there, but something new there would be nice. As well as a new story campaign. No pressure.. It's funny
how people say they are complaining, when in reality they just want to be represented in a game. They make great points in how
if they had a gay video game character to look up to it would help them alot in coming out. Honestly people just don't really get
the whole film and don't try to understand it. Just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 what they say and get it.. No matter what genre of
gaming you're used to, you'll find something enjoyable here. It has a certain comedic style making it lovable ^^.

9\/10 would lick shop window again. More content than sea of theives

Update 1.0.1:
Update 1.0.1 is now available.
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Improvements:

- Improved Upgrade Damage Options
- Kick Players button is now available

. Particula Thanks for voting for us!:
Thanks for voting for us!

You guys are awesome! 
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